WHAT OTHERS SAY . . .
“Stuart Notholt picks up a management brief very
quickly and works effectively with all stakeholders in
its delivery. He is an excellent interim manager who
will be an asset to any organization fortunate enough
to secure his services.”
– Baroness Caroline Cox, Founder, Humanitarian Aid
Relief Trust; Member of the House of Lords

n Stumps Cottage
n Tonbridge
n Kent TN11 8JL

“It was a pleasure to work with somebody of such
calibre and dedication to the task in hand. He is a
highly gifted and creative communicator. He is a
man of scrupulous integrity and great energy and
enthusiasm. I cannot commend him to you too
highly.”
– Alan J. Cleary, Commissioner, United Nations
Compensation Commission

“Stuart is analytical in his approach and demonstrates
sound judgement and common sense. He is a good
listener. His powers of written expression are very
good indeed and he can be relied on to draft clear,
concise and accurate statements of policy covering a
range of complex and sensitive issues.”
– Vernon Beauchamp, Chief Executive,
The National Autistic Society

n 07881 944514
n stuart@notholt.co.uk
n www.notholt.co.uk
n LinkedIn: stuartnotholt
n Skype: stuart.notholt
n Twitter: @StuartNotholt

Delivering
effective
employee
engagement

CLOSING THE CIRC L E
Run a word check on the brief for any major
project and the chances are high that one word
will be conspicuous by its absence. That word is
‘communications’. Too often, the best laid plans
include parameters for project outcomes and the
ways in which these are to be measured – but lack
robust means to communicate goals and results to
employees and other key stakeholders.

Some of the organizations we’ve worked with include...

project outcomes are successfully achieved – and
propertly recognized.

Good employee engagement is thus emerging as one
of the most cost effective management tools available
to corporations, not only for securing internal change
but in reinforcing their external reputations.

VISION - ACTION - RESULTS

Fortunately, help is at hand. Stuart Notholt
Communications Ltd specializes in providing employee
engagement solutions for complex multidisciplinary
programmes. By ensuring that staff are fully kept in
the loop and by providing authoritative and hands-on
support, Stuart Notholt Communications ensures that

We do this by reviewing all aspects of an
organization’s communications portfolio – its
overall stakeholder relations, marketing, corporate
identity, brand, artwork, print and websites – as
well as the vision and values that underpin what the
organization needs to say. Then we work alongside
senior staff, giving robust no-nonsense advice and
bringing our practical skills to bear to ensure that
the building blocks of the organization’s employee
engagement strategy are strong enough to take it
where it wants to go.

engagement

Some of the areas of work we undertake

EXPERT SUPPORT WHEN YOU NEED IT

This is not merely an academic omission. The benefits
of good employee engagement are both tangible and
financially quantifiable. There is a strong and direct
correlation between high employee engagement
scores and profitability. And there are measurable
secondary gains too in
terms of retention, lower
The building blocks of employee
absenteeism and higher
An effective employee
participation. Conversely,
communications strategy ensures
an organization that fails
that internal communications
to dynamically engage with
tools are in place and that they
staff is very likely to fail in
are integrated with brand and the
its aims.
organization’s overall mission. This
creates the foundations on which
Employee views also
change and crisis communications
directly affect external
are built.
reputations. It has
always been said that the
employees are the best
‘ambassadors’ for their
organization, and this is
increasingly so in the age
of social media. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, modern
research shows a dramatic
rise in the perceived
credibility and authenticity
of employee-communicated
information – and an

even sharper decline in the credibility of senior
management messaging.

Change communications

Proactive management of
employee engagement

Internal
communications
infrastructure

n
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Crisis
communications

Employees
understand
need for change
and processes
to bring it about

Mechanisms in
position for staff
feedback and
engagement
evaluation

Appropriate
communications
channels
established

n

n
Staff
actively
endorse
change agenda

Social media
and other
informal channels
optimized

Staff well
informed and
motivated; exhibit
desired behaviours
and attitudes

Staff have
confidence in
crisis mitigation
systems and know
their roles

Crisis
communications
planning and
exercising
undertaken

n

Staff act as
Staff ‘on message’;
good ambassadors
engaged with
for organization
brand

Employee
Information
Needs Matrix
established

Focused,
dedicated
workforce

Engagement with internal stakeholder groups
to identify their communications needs and
address them
Creation and management of internal
consultation and staff survey exercises
Alignment of staff understanding and goals with
corporate aims, vision and values
Identification and elimination of internal barriers
to positive engagement

n

Brand and visual identity development

n

Intranet and social media development

n

Personnel
retention/
satisfaction high;
higher productivity

Business transformation through the effective
development and implementation of employee
engagement strategies

n

n

Recruitment, development, and management of
communications teams
Editorial management of employee-facing
publications and marketing communications
Creation of robust ‘lasting legacy’
communications assets and systems

